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Pub quiz
1. Dublin lies within which Irish province? 

2.  What river flows through the centre of Nairobi? 

3.  What landmark would you find nestled between Farm and 
Sydney Coves? 

4.  Which Japanese city is home to a number of multinational 
electronic corporations such as Panasonic and Sharp? 

5.  Through which six countries does the Mekong flow? 

6.  Which fairy-tale castle is Florida’s Magic Kingdom Park based 
on?
a) Sleeping Beauty’s castle
b) Cinderella’s castle
c) Snow White’s castle

7.  Did the modern-day state of Vietnam take North Vietnam or 
South Vietnam’s flag? 

8.  World wars led to the cancellations of which three Summer 
Olympic Games? 

9.  Coonanglebah is four kilometres off the coast of what 
Queensland town? 

10.  The Mersey River runs through Cheshire and Lancashire in 
the United Kingdom, and which far smaller Australian town?

Sudoku
THE aim of Sudoku is to complete the entire grid using the numbers 

1-9. Numbers can only be used once in each row, each column, and 
each 3×3 box.

Easy

www.sudokuoftheday.com – visit them and get a new Sudoku every day!
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Seen it at the movies

THIs island was previously 
known for its Gaelic Christian 
monastery built between the 
sixth and eighth centuries, and as 
a prime puffin-spotting location, 
but has more recently shot to 
stardom when it was chosen as 

the film location for the next 
movie in a large franchise.

The island was a refuge in a 
galaxy far away for one of the 
film franchise’s main characters.

Can you name the movie that 
was filmed here?

answErs 04 May

Unscramble: crud, crude, cued, curd, cure, cured, deuce, duenna, 
dunce, dune, dunner, ecru, educe, endue, ENDURANCE, endure, 
enure, enured, nuance, nuanced, nude, reduce, rude, rued, rune, 
under, unearned, unread, urea

Celebrity faces: Eyes - Dennis Bunnik, Bunnik Tours, Nose - Robert 
De Niro, Mouth - Ariana Grande

Funnies Flashback
wE’VE trawled through the TD Window Seat 

archives to give you a blast from the past. Here’s some 
gems from 15 Aug 2014:

BudgET travellers are being encouraged to book 
accommodation via a new “antiluxury” website intriguingly 
titled hovelstay.com.

The company’s mission is to list “inexpensive and interesting 
places to stay for travelling college students,” with all listings 
priced under US$99.

“Hovels are conveniently located, catering to the college 
student’s lifestyle and budget,” the website enthuses.

Hovel Hosts are being invited to “monetise free space” and list 
their properties for a 1% introductory commission rate.

The concept is likely to grow, with Hovelstay having just 
secured over $1m in venture capital funding from private 
investors in London and Dubai.
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